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FOREWORD 

This report presents further results of a study conducted by 
Meteorology Research, Inc., Altadena, California a s  part  of NASA 
Contract.NAS8-5294 with the Aerospace Environment Office, Aero- 
Astrodynamics Laboratory, NASA-George C. Marshall  Space Flight 
Center, Huntsville, Alabama. The NASA contract monitor was Mr. 
James  R. Scoggins; Mr. Alan I. Weinstein, Meteorology Research, 
Inc. ,  and Dr.  Elmar R. Reiter,  Colorado State University were 
principal investigators. 

The initial part  oi the study was published a s  NASA TMX-53 115, 
August 1964, and was concerned primarily with individual velocity 
profiles measured on separate days and with two ser ies  of profiles 
approximately one hour apart. The initial study confirmed the fact 
that ser ies  of profiles a r e  more  valuable than individual ones in 
developing theories to explain the characteristics of the observed 
small-scale motions. Thus the present report is confined to  an 
analysis of eleven ser ies  of velocity profiles measured at  the Western 
Test Range. 

This report concludes Contract NAS8-5294. The contract period 
covered by this report was April 1964 to April 1965. 
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MESOSCALE STRUCTURE O F  11-20 KM WINDS 

SUMMARY 

The tracking of spherical superpressure balloons by an FPS- 16 
radar  located off the coast of Southern California, near Point Mugu, 
has  generated eleven ser ies  of wind speed and direction profiles which 
attained a degree of vertical resolution far greater than that of stand- 
a r d  GMD-1 profiles. 
individual pairs of wind speed and direction profiles spaced over a 
period of time from 8-12 hours. 
these data, and also draws partially on other comparable soundings 
from California and Florida. 
11 -2 0 lun altitude range and conditions inferred may or  may not be 
applicable elsewhere. 

Each series contained from eight to eleven 

This report  contains an evaluation of 

The analysis i s  concentrated in the 

Every profile in each ser ies  contained mesoscale perturbations of 
5 to 10 m/s,  and 5 to 20 degreesover  a vertical depth up to 2 lan, 
which persisted in recognizable form a t  approximately the same alt i-  
tude throughout the series. Often the magnitude of a perturbation 
changed by as  much as 50 per cent, but only rarely did the depth c h a n s  
by more than 10 per cent. 

Several models of mesoscale flow, suggested to explain wind 
fluctuations similar to those of the present study, a r e  critically 
examined. 
regime as the result of the relative horizontal motion of stacked layers  
of la rge  horizontal extent. The layers have sufficient stability SO they 
operate relatively independently. 
principally by a quasi-inertial oscillation around the basic geostrophic 
flow at that level. 
inertial oscillation amplitude and phase of one layer a r e  not correlated 
to the amplitude and phase at other layers.  
slowly evolve as the phases evolve. 
limited by the local thermal stability through a Richardson's number 
c r i te  rion. 

The model which appears most suitable pictures the wind 

Motion within each layer is controlled 

The vertical shears arise in part because the 

The shear magnitudes 
The maximum possible shears  a r e  

The concepts of the above model a r e  combined with a statistical 
evaluation of the wind speed profiles ser ies  to a r r ive  at a suggested 
method of forecasting maximum wind shears  that might evolve from a 



given wind speed profile in the altitude range 11-20 krn. 
wind variation i s  considered proportional to the thickness of the 
distinct layer over which it acts. 
maximum shears  to be 0. 0088 sec- l ,  and extreme values about 0. 018 
see . 

The total 

The data show the mean value of the 

-1 

The limitations of the present data, the facts that they a r e  in a 
quasi-Eulerian coordinate system, that they represent single sites, 
and that they do not include temperature data of a comparable vertical 
resolution, make confirmation of the model tentative at present. 
Further study should be based on a more  complete set  of measure-  
ments. 
levels of the atmosphere, as contrasted to those at lower altit J.des, 
suggests that eventually the detailed forecasting of shears  and turhu- 
lence may often be practical. 

The apparent relative simplicity of the flows at these stable 
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SECTION L INTRODUCTION 

The increasing number of space vehicle launch operations has 
promoted application of the FPS-16 radar  to tracking of superpressure 
balloons in order to measure the detailed wind structure of tk;e atmos- 
phere. The first published analysis of the data obtained from this tool 
(Stinson, Weinsteln, and Reiter, 1964) verified the existence of wind 
saeed and direction oscillations of amplitudes (5-10 m/s, 5-20 degrees) 
and of vertical wavelengths (0.5-2.0 km) which could materially affect 
the success of a space vehicle launch. It was found that these oscilla- 
tions persisted at approximately the same altitude for periods some- 
t imes exceeding six hours. 
suggested to account for these characteristics. 

Three models of mesoscale flow were 

In the present report  11 additional se r ies  of wind speed and direc- 

The profiles, ob- 
tion profiles, each containing from eight to eleven ascents covering 8 
to 12 hour periods, a r e  investigated in some detail. 
tained off the coast of Southern California, near Point Mugu, display 
characterist ics similar to the earlier ones measured over Cape 
Kennedy, Florida. The increased data sample provides a more rel i -  
able statistical summary of the magnitude and depth of the previously 
revealed detailed features. 

The usable section of the profiles is presently confined to altitudes 
above approximately 11 km, corresponding to the subcritical Reynolds 
number regime of the balloon where self-induced balloon motions are 
small and wind speed details can be measured to an  accuracy of 1 mps. 
Below this level, where the balloon operates in the supercritical Reynolds 
number regime, self-induced motion is significant enough to mask cer- 
tain wind details that exist (seeMacCready and Jex, 1964,Scoggins, 1964 
and Murrow and Henry, 1965, for a discussion of self-induced balloon 
motion, and Scoggins, 1965, for a discussion of a solution to this prob- 
lem through the utilization of balloons with roughened surfaces). 

The three models of mesoscale flow a r e  critically considered. 
is found that a model depicting the atmosphere from 11-20 km as being 
made up of a stack of thin, stable, quasi-horizontal layers,  each cover- 
ing a large horizontal a r ea  and each containing air whose motion is 
controlled by a somewhat independent quasi-inertial oscillation, best  
accounb for the main features of the persistence, magnitude, and 
horizontal extent of the wind fluctuations. 

It 

I 

I .  

As an outgrowth of this model a crude forecast scheme is developed 
to utilize single station wind soundings to predict, for perhaps tens of 
hours, the maximum shears  which can be expected. Nineteen ser ies  
(the eleven previously mentioned, plus eight more which became avail- 
able later) a r e  incorporated into the empirically derived forecast scheme. 

3 



SECTION 11. GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Figure 1 shows a sample wind speed and direction ser ies  (12-13 
December 1963) 

The scatter of data points below approximately 11 km is due to 
random balloon motion and is not necessarily ipdicative of the 
detailed wind structure. Above approximately 11 km, in the subcriti- 
cal  Reynolds number regime of the balloon, random motion is  
eliminated and a high degree of confidence can be placed in the profile 
details. At these levels the most  significant features of the wind 
profiles a re  wind speed and direction fluctuations which persist ,  often 
throughout the whole ser ies ,  at approximately the same altitude. 

In describing the nature and characterist ics of these fluctuations 
Positive we may adopt an approach taken by the perturbation theory. 

and negative anomalies in wind speed and direction - may be regarded 
as oscillations about a mean wind profile, V = V ( Z )  , which should 
remain constant - -  o r  nearly constant I - -  throughout the period of 
observation. From data such-as those shown in  Fig. 2 the condition 
a v / a t  = 0 is closely approximated by computing from the relation- 
ship 

where V1 and V3 a r e  wind speeds at two consecutive minima 
(maxima) and Va is the speed of the maximum (minimum) between. 
(Similar considerations would hold for wind directions. ) The value of 
V thus computed is  characteristic of the level 
- 

- z1 t Z &  
2 

z =  

Thq wind values actually measured in the wind profiles, examples 
of which are shown in  Figs. 1 and 2 ,  thus a r e  composed of 

where V* a r e  $he perturbation wind speeds. Their characterist ics 
a r e  the main objective of this study. 

4 
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The amplitude of a particular perturbation in  the wind profile may 
be defined a s  

where VZ i s  the speed at a wind maximum (minimum) as defined 
ear l ier .  

The vertical wavelength of the same perturbation i s  given as 

Lz = 2 3  - 2 1  (4)  

The normalized mean vertical wind shears  above and below the level 
of a local extreme of perturbation speeds a r e  

vz - vl x 100 respectively, (5) v3 - v z  X 100 and 
2 3  - z2 z2 - Zl 

in units of m / s  per 100 m (or degree per 100 m i f  the same reasoning 
i s  applied to wind directions). In some cases  the velocity shears  a r e  
given in terms of sec-l. The depths of the shearing layers  a r e  

In general they will differ from Lz/2 i f  the perturbations a r e  not 
symmetrical along the vertical coordinate, and/or i f  87/82 # 0 . 

From Fig. 1 and from similar wind profiles it becomes evident 
that various scales of perturbations exist in the atmosphere. 
of these scales the considerations given in expressions (1) through 
(6) may be  applied separately. 
of wind speed perturbations may be recognized: 

To each 

Specifically, the following categories 

(1) Large scale (jet s t ream)  perturbations (A-A'-A in Profile 1, 
Fig. 1) having a vertical wavelength generally greater than 
5 km, an amplitude greater than 2 0  m / s  and usually persist-  
ing unchanged throughout the ser ies .  

( 2 )  Mesoscale perturbations (B-B'-B) having a vertical wave- 
length from 0.2 to 2 km and an amplitude from 1- 15 m/  s. 

6 
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Individual wind speed maximums mom these perturbations 
pers is t  from several  hours to a time period longer than that 
over which measurements were taken. 
and occasionally the vertical wavelength of the perturbations 
change considerably from one profile to the next so that 
successive perturbations a r e  usually not exact replicas of 
each other yet can still be identified as the same feature 
quite easily. 

Often the amplitude 

( 3 )  Small scale (turbulence) perturbations (several  a r e  found in 
region C) having a vertical wavelength less  than 500 m and an 
amplitude l e s s  than3 m/s .  These oscillations differ from the 
small mesoscale ones principally because of their highly 
transient nature. 
profile but have no time continuity. 

They a r e  common perturbations on a given 

The mesoscale perturbations a r e  of the major interest  here. 
Figure 2 shows some of the common changes observed ia these per- 
turbations. Wind direction profiles display similar characterist ics.  

7 
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SECTION ILL DATA SUMMARY 

A total of eleven ser ies  from Southern California, containing 98 
individual wind speed and direction profiles from which approximately 
4000 wind shears  (2000 each of wind speed and wind direction) were 
measured, have been summarized. Appendix A contains a complete 
re'sume' of these data. It can be seen from the table that the small 
features, both turbulence and small mesoscale, were most  prevalent 
in both the wind speed and direction profiles; however, more than 10 
per cent of the normalized mean vertical wind shears  exceeded 3.5 
mps/100 m, 10 per cent of the winds turned more than 23 degrees/  
100 my and 10 per cent of the depth of shearing layers exceeded 0.5 km. 
The latter figure indicates that over 10 per cent of the perturbations 
had vertical wavelengths exceeding 1. 0 krn. 

The ser ies  of observations were divided into three types of 
synoptic conditions as determined by the 500-mb contour patterns: 
ridge ( 4  ser ies) ,  trough (2  series),  and post trough (3 series).  The 
last category included those observations taken within one day of the 
passage of a 500-mb trough. 
synoptic study as it did-not f i t  any of the synoptic categories. A s  may 
be seen from $he table in Appendix A, there was no significant differ- 
ence between the frequency of occurrance of the different wind features 
under the different synoptic conditions. A s  far a s  one may infer from 
the limited data sample, this result indicate's that there  i s  no dominat- 
ing synoptic control over the profile fluctuations. 

One ser ies  was not included in the 

Two ser ies  from a previous study a t  Cape Kennedy, Florida, were 
analyzed in the same way. It was found, at least  for the wind direction, 
that the small changes (0-4.99 deg/ 100 m) were considerably more 
frequent at the Florida site than in California ( 8 2  per cent versus  34 
per cent). Due to the small data. sample at Cape Kennedy, however, 
this result should be viewed with caution. 

The table in Appendix B contains a complete listing of the joint 
empirical probability distribution of wind speed change and depth of the 
change layer. of this table has  been qualitatively 
outlined in Fig. 3 by the isopleths of empirical probability. 
percentage of observations fa l l ing  into any one c lass  of wind speed 
change and depth of change layer is small, a definite trend toward 
increasing wind speed change with increasing layer depth is clearly 
evident . 

The principal aspect 
While the 
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SECTION IV. MODELS O F  MESOSCALE FLOW 

Three models of mesoscale flow have been proposed to'explain 
wind fluctuations similar to those bbserved in the present investiga- 
tion. 

A. Paired Longitudinal Vortices 

The first model postulates stacked layers  of oppositely 
directed o r  paired longitudinal vortices. 

Avsec (1939) showed quite conclusively that, under con- 

One of the principal features found by h is  study 
trolled laboratory conditions, a large variety of paired vortices 
could exist. 
was that these vortices tend to undergo er ra t ic  fluctuations. 
At any given time a line of these, when viewed from above, 
displays a snake-like pattern. 

Kuettner (1959) and Conover (1960) found evidence from 
cloud patterns showing that this type of flow exibts in the atmos- 
phere. Similar evidence was found from observations of soaring 
birds by Woodcock (19421, motion of tetroons by Pack (1962), 
ground dosages of t racers  by Smith and Wolf (1963), and air- 
craft temperature and mixing ratio observations by Mee (1964). 
The general characterist ics of the atmospheric vortices as 
indicated by these investigators are: 

(1) The ratio of horizontal to vertical dimensions are 
of the order  of unity. 

(2)  The la teral  components of air motion are light 
(Conover found 0.6 to 6 m/s). 

There have been no published accounts of stacked paired 
vortices. 
' is theoretically possible but would be a highly transitory phe- 
nomenon. 

Brunt (1939) stated that vertical stacking of vortices 

The tracks of the balloons used to calculate the wind profiles 
similar to those shown in F ig .  1 a r e  plotted i n  Fig. 4. 
inset  in  the lower left shows the separation r a t e s  of successive 

The 
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balloons. 
profiles (Fig. 5 ) was observed over a considerable horizontal 
a rea-  (approximately 2 0  km in the case of the perturbation at  the 
17 h level). 
paired vortices which could be responsible for such wind fluctua- 
tions would have to be an order of magnitude larger  than their 
theoretical value derived by Avsec and anywhere from two to ten 
t imes larger  than the maximum values observed by the other 
author s . 

It can be seen that the same perturbation in the wind 

The horizontal to vertical dimension ratio of 

Another apparent problem with the longitudinal vortex theory 
relates  to the three -dimensional vortex motion. 
must  include substantial vertical air  motions b’etween the hori- 
zontal boundaries. 
cally, would require a temperature sounding close to neutral 
within the vortex layer. 
have sufficient accuracy and vertical resolution to show that such 
near-neutral regions a r e  not associated with the velocity oscilla- 
tionsin many cases. 

The circulation 

This vertical motion, taking place adiabati- 

The temperature profiles, although crude, 

A further major drawback to this model is the observed 
persistence of the wind fluctuations. 
such shallow and hence narrow vortices remaining in an exact 
orientatipn relative to successive ascending balloons for many 
hours (particularly as successive balloons sometimes cover 
different geographic paths a s  shown in Fig.  4). 

It is difficult to conceive of 

Since it has  been clearly shown that paired longitudinal 
vortices exist in the atmosphere, they may be reflected in the 
small transient wind perturbations observed in the detailed wind 
profiles. They do not, however, .appear to be the cause of the 
persistent mesoscale perturbations. 

B. Internal Gravity Waves 

The second model is frequently employed to explain perturba- 
tions in wind profiles similar to those observed in the present 
investigation. This model explains the perturbations as manifes- 
tations of internal gravity waves. 
tions a r e  deemed to be the result of a thickening or  thinning of the 
layer containing them, as the air  moves through gravity waves 

The horizontal velocity var ia-  
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’ .  which a r e  not in phase in the vertical. 

thorough description and theoretical treatment of this mechanism. 
He showed that it could be responsible for observed wind speed 
features in the stratosphere with vertical  wavelengths of 12 km. 
When his  equations a r e  applied to vertical oscillations in the 
altitude range from 31-20 km, it is found that the vertical  wave- 
length’s of the wind oscillations with a period of 10 hours should 
be two orders  of magnitude less  than the horizontal wavelengths 
of the gravity waves. In the present context, standing gravity 
waves (lee waves) must be investigated first a s  a perturbation 
source as they offer th-e best explanation of the persistence of the 
wind fluctuations. 
a r e  generated by the thermal and frictional differences between 
land and sea along the coasts of California (present data) and 
Florida (previous data). Lee wave theory, however, states that 
the horizontal and vertical wavelengths should be of the same 
order  of magnitude. In order to make this statement consistent 
with the calculation mentioned above (i. e . ,  to say that the wind 
features from 11-20 km altitude, where the horizontal wavelength 
exceeds the vertical by two orders  of magnitude, a r e  manifesta- 
tions of standing gravity waves near the surface of the earth where 
lee  wave theory states the wavelengths should be the same order  
of magnitude), it must  be postulated that the horizontal wave- 
lengths increase by 200 times within l e s s  than 20 km height. At 
the present there is no iqdication of such a wavelength increase. 

Hines (1960) gives a 

It cpuld be postulated that the standing waves 

In an effort to determine the order of magnitude of the hori- 
zontal wavelength of a lee  wave which could be produced with the 
wind speed and temperature profiles observed on 26 December 
1963, the La profile, a s  defined by Equation (7), was drawn. 

Lee wave theory calls for the maximum horizontal wavelength to 
be found 
given by 

a t  the level of minimum la and for the wavelength to be 
Equation (8). 
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The minimum l2 was 0. 02 and the resulting maximum horizontal 
wavelength was 45 km. Hines' theory calls for a gravity wave 
with a horizontal wavelength of approximately three t imes this 
value to produce the perturbation observed in the vertical profile 
on 26 December at 17 km. 

While these numerical values fall into the right order  of 
magnitude, they have been obtained by extending the lee  wave 
theory considerably beyond its original applications. 

F r e e  internal gravity waves may be a source of wind fluctua- 
tions such as the observed ones only i f  the ratio of horizontal to 
vertical wavelengths is  of the order of 1 O O : l .  In this case  they 
propagate very slowly and behave almost like a stationary phe- 
nomenon. These waves, however, would produce wind speed 
perturbations an order of magnitude smaller than those observed 
in the present data. 
of the observed order of magnitude, a period of approximately 
one to two hours is required. 
persistence of perturbations over at least  six hours,  evident from 
the data presented here.  

In order to produce wind speed perturbations 

This does not conform to the 

C. Quasi -Inertial 0 scillations 

The third model under consideration calls for stacked layers  
of air undergoing quasi-inertial oscillations. These layers  a r e  
relatively thin and stable and - -  unless turbulent forces o r  convec- 
tive motions a r e  present - -  could maintain themselves for con- 
siderable periods of time and over wide areas .  

Danielsen (1959, 1964) directly, Kroening and Ney (1962)  
f rom ozone concentration measurements and Bigg (1964) from. 
twilight scattering of particulate matter showed the existence of 
the laminated thermal structure of the atmosphere in agreement 
with the thin stable layers  of the model. 
expected to persist  well beyond the 10-12 hour periods cbvered 
by the serial ascents. 

This structure could be 

Application of inertial oscillations to atmospheric flow phe- 
nomenon can be found in papers by Raethjen (1958) and Newton 
(1959) on axial velocity streaks in the je t  s t ream, by Blackadar 
(1957) on the low level jet  in the boundary layer and by Sawyer 



(1961) on wind profiles over Crawley, England, very similar to 
those of the present investigation. 
tial oscillations may be more common in the atmosph-ere than 
traditionally believed. 

These papers show that iner -  

The word quasi is inserted because the geostrophic basic 
flow about which oscillations occur may not necessarily remain 
constant in time. Furthermore, frictional forces and diabatic 
effects may have modifying influences. 
factors were not present, a true iner_tial period of ha l f  a pendulum 
day (about 22 hours at the geographical latitude of the wind obser-  
vations) need not be observed in'the single station ser ies  of balloon 
ascents, as inertial motions of air parcels are described in a 
Lagrangian coordinate system. 
system, in which the present data a r e  described, depends upon the 
advective properties of the oscillations, about which only assump- 
tions can be made. 

Even i f  the complicating 

Their behavior in an Eulerian 

In spite of the limitations mentioned above, this model could 
easily account for the two characteristics of the observations, the 
persistence and horizontal extent of the perturbations. While this 
mechanism is probably not the only one operating on the wind 
fluctuations, it appears to be the most  important one. 

In evaluating the plausibility of the explanation of the shears  
as manifestations of inertial oscillations, one should consider 
whether geostrophic wind variations in the vertical could be strong 
enough to account for the observed shears. 
horizontal temperature gradient such as associated with jet  s t ream 
conditions, say, 5"C/100 km, yields a vertical gradient of geo- 
strophic wind speed of about 0. 02 sec- l ,  several  t imes stronger 
than the shears  found here. However, the shears  of this study 
often alternate in sign, and if generated solely by geostrophic wind 
would require unreasonable vertical temperature gradients ( some 
of the gradients being self-destroying because of instability). The 
dominant wind oscillations for  the normal weather situations 
studied here  must be ageostrophic. 

Taking an extreme 
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SECTION V. EFFECTS O F  QUASI-INERTIAL OSCILLATIONS ON 
WIND PROFILES 

In this section it will be shown how quasi-inertial oscillations 
could produce a persistent mesostructure in the wind speed and direc-  
tion profiles and some of the characterist ics these profiles would 
po s se s s . 

Consider the wind at a particular level (VT) to be made up of a geo- 
strophic component (Vg) and an  inertial component ( V i )  (Fig. 6 ) .  The 
former is constant in both magnitude and direction, while the latter is 
constant in magnitude but rotates. anticyclonically with the period of the 
quasi-inertial oscillation. It can be seen that total wind at any instant 
depends upon the phase of the inertial cycle at that time. 

Fig. 6 .  VELOCITY VARIATION THROUGH 
AN INERTIAL CYCLE 

Let  us envision several  such inertial c i rc les  stacked vertically and 
superimposed upon a profile of,basic geostrophic flow which - -  for 
simplicity's sake - -  is assumed to have constant vertical shear above 
and below the level of maximum wind. 
oscillations, similar to Fig. 6 ,  a r e  assumed at levels 1-7. The geo- 
strophic component of the wind is shown by the dashed arrows,  the 
total wind by the solid arrows. If  each layer of inertial motions were 
completely detached from its surroundings, vertical discontinuities in 
wind speed and direction would result. These, of course,  could not be 
maintained under the influence of turbulent forces. Such forces would 
tend to generate finite shears  between layers.  

In Fig. 7 independent inertial 

In the schematic profiles 
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of wind speed and direction of Fig. 7 ,  linear shears  were assumed to 
extend between the centers of each oscillating layer in line with obser- 
vational evidence (Fig. 1). A vertically rising balloon, encountering 
oscillations at a different phase, thus would measure the wind profiles 
shown in the righthand portion of Fig. 7 .  

The following characterist ics of wind speed and direction profiles 
should be noted: 

No definite phase relationship between wind speed and direc- 
tion perturbations is  expected i f  the phase angles at which 
individual inertial oscillations a r e  encountered remain 
undetermined. 

For a true inertial oscillation, a maximum (minimum) devia- 
tion from geostrophic wind speed should correspond to a 
minimum (maximum) deviation from geostrophic wind 
direction. 

The maximum vertical wind shears  occur where two succes- 
sive inertial oscillations a r e  directly out of phase and the 
ageostrophic wind shear thus generated has  the same signs 
as the basic geostrophic shear. 
change with height in such a situation is simply given by the 
geostrophic wind direction profile. 

The total wind direction 

Maximum changes of wind direction with height should be 
found when two successive inertial oscillations a r e  directly 
out of phase, one-quarter of a cycle removed from the t ime 
of maximum wind shear. 
is given by the geostrophic wind speed profile. 

The vertical wind shear in this case  
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SECTION VI. EVIDENCE IN SUPPORT O F  THE QUASI-INERTIAL 
OSCILLATION MODEL 

A. Temperature Soundings and Richardson Number 

The existence 01 the horizontal inertial oscillations-depends 
on the suppression of momentum exchange by turbulent mixing in 
the layers  in question. 
show stability' at appropriate layers. 
interpreted by Kichardsan Number, Ri, rather than from tempera- 
ture profiles alone. The critical value of Ri differentiating 
between decaying and growing turbulence has  not yet been accu- 
rately defined; values of 0.5 to 1. 0 a r e  in common use. Thus 
Ri C 0.5 denotes turbulence, Ri > 1. 0 means stability, and 
0.5 Ri < 1. 0 is indeterminate. 

Thus the temperature soundings should 
Actually stability must be 

The only temperature data available for the period of the 
FPS-16 wind soundings stem from standard radiosonde runs and 
have much l e s s  vertical resolution than the corresponding wind 
data. On Fig. 8 the temperature sounding is givep together with 
the associated wind speed and direction profiles. The layers  of 
temperature inversion a r e  shown. There is no obvious correla-  
tion between these layers and significant points on the wind 
profiles. 

1 Figure 8 also shows the profiles of Ri . Here the correlation 
between details of stability and velocity is somewhat easier to 
interpret. There a r e  three layers (at 12, 14, and 18 km) where 
Ri  is very large, and each one can be associated with a shallow 
rkgion of a double reversal  of wind speed. 
city peaks at 13 and 15.5 km a r e  in regions of low Ri between 
layers  of high Ri. ,Some turbulence evenly distributed through a 
layer undergoing an inertial oscillation should cause the velocity 
peak in the center- of the layer. 

The large single velo- 

The exact description and interpretation of the profiles of 
wind, temperature, Ri , and turbulence, and of their development 

The use of Ri computed from a single wind and temperature 
profile is valid in this case as  it has  been shown that the features 
a r e  very consistent. Ri was computed over layers  within which 
both temperature lapse rate  and wind shear were linear, the 
depth of the layers  ranged from 100 to 1000 meters.  

1 
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. 
from previous profiles, must await the obtaining of more suitable 
measurements. 
on Fig. 8 , provides encouragement that the physical principles 
related to Ri will prove to be valid in  this  application. 

The first crude interpretation given above, based 

B. Wind Profiles 

The present data measure perturbations in  a quasi-Eulerian 
system ("quasi" because successive balloon soundings do not 
measure winds in precisely the same location). 
no serious consequence in macroscale observations and analyses, 
it may have some bearing on meso- or microscale considerations. 
Inertial oscillations, however , a r e  defined in the Lagrangian 
coordinate system. 
presence of such oscillations can only be inferred. 

While this is of 

From single-station analysis, therefore, the 

Another difficulty presents itself in the necessity of 
removing the "basic" field of flow (the geostrophic wind profile) 
from the measurements in order to  a r r ive  at the perturbations. 
This process still involves a certain amount of subjectivity. 
subjectivity can be partially resolved by employing objective 
computational techniques. However, the data from a single 
sounding can never give enough information to permit the calcula- 
tion of geostrophic wind to the  accuracy really desired. 
ally more accuracy is of course obtainable by including other wind 
soundings, differing in time and location, and by using three- 
dimensional temperature field data. 

The 

Eventu- 

Figure 9 shows, a s  an example, the wind speed and direction 
profile of 2 8  January 1964, 21392. With what has  been said in  
describing Fig. 7 , no phase relationship between peaks in  either 
profile should be expected in an individual sounding, as the .phase 
at which the balloon intercepts the successive oscillations remains 
wide term bed .  

If one inspected an individual perturbation in successive 
soundings, one should find changes in  the speed and direction of 
the perturbation component according to the changing phase of the 
inertial  cycle (see Fig. 7 ). It turns out, however, that such sys- 
tematic chang'es a r e  difficult to detect, because minor adjustments 
in "the basic flow profile" to  be subtracted from the measured 
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winds may alter the phase relationship between speed and direc- 
tion fluctuations quite significantly. No statistical evaluation of 
such relationships, therefore, has been presented. Qualitative 
evidence in support of such a phase relationship, however, has 
been observed in the data. 
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SECTION VU. POTENTIAL CAUSES O F  QUASI-INERTIAL 
OSCILLATIONS 

Raethjen ( 1958) has  pointed out that subgeostrophic components 
of flow may be introduced into the tropopause region by large convec- 
tive systems. These systems would transport  air masses  with rela-  
tively small horizontal momentum upwards into an environment with 
high wind speeds. Such a process could conceivably trigger inertial 
oscillations downstream from the convective source region. 

Mountain ranges also may serve as sources of ageostrophic 
components: on a large scale, by generating low pressure systems 
in  the upper flow pattern on their lee side, and on a smaller scale by 
producing mountain waves under suitable atmospheric conditions. 

A large number of persistent perturbations in  the FPS-16  wind 
profiles a r e  observed above tropopause level in a thermally stable 
environment. 
be ruled out, therefore, as a potential source for these perturbations. 
Mountain effects, however, a r e  known to reach to even higher levels 
in the stratosphere. 

Convective processes in the troposphere may have to 

Je t  stream systems with their associated accelerations and decel- 
erations contain ageostrophic components of flow in deep layers.  
thermal structure of the atmosphere also shows a great  amount of 
detail in  their vicinity (Danielsen, 1959; Reiter,  1963; Reiter and 
Mahlman, 1964). 

The 

The wavelengths of quasi-inertial oscillations is a function of the - 
"basic flow", v 

2l-r - L = a -  V f 

(the factor a is equal to 1 for t rue  inertial oscillations, larger  than 
1 for oscillations in which the geostrophic field of flow adjusts itself 
slowly to the perturbations (Newton, 1959))  If in  a region of geo- 
strophic vertical wind shear,  

f 0 az 
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a n  ageostrophic component of motion is introduced in  a deep layer 
with the same sign and similar magnitude (as might be the case in 
the vicinity of a jet  stream system), the dispersive characterist ics 
of Equation (9) would cause a phase shif t  of inertial  oscillations in 
successive vertical  l ayers  of the shearing flow downstream from 
the source region of the ageostrophic component. 

We might now postulate that a certain thermal structure,  con- 
sisting of a succession of more and l e s s  stable layers,  is originally 
present i n  the atmosphere where the inertial oscillations are gener- 
ated. The vertical  wind shears  produced by the dispersive properties 
of Equation (9) would lead t o  exchange processes in the less  stable 
regions, while the more stable layers would contain the quasi-inertial 
oscillations at nearly full magnitude. Wind profiles similar to the 
ones observed may thus result. 

Unfortunately, at t h i s  time no details a r e  known about the full 
extent in  space and about possible phase changes of the'wind pertur- 
bations observed by FPS-16 radar. 
have to  remain purely speculative and should be considered only as 
suggestive for further research. 

The above reasonings, therefore, 
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SECTION VIII. FORECASTING APPLICATION 

One of the principal aims of the present investigation is to provide 
space vehicleoperations with an estimate of extreme wind conditions 
to be expected during the launch period. 
previous sections, combined with empirical data from nineteen sets  
of ser ia l  ascents, have been incorporated into a forecast  nomograph 
capable of indicating the extreme wind shears  that might evolve from 
a given wind speed profile. 

The concepts outlined in the 

The idealized combination of stacked quasi-inertial oscillations 
shown in F i g .  7 illustrated the conditions leading to extreme shears. 
Such conditions of a pair of .directly out-of-phase quasi-inertial 
oscillations occurring in adjacent layers  a r e  rather unlikely. 
more  likely, however, for successive oscillations to be at least  
slightly out of phase. 
between successive layers  will change, as may be inferred from 
Equation (9). At some time such changes will bring about certain 
periods in time, as well as a r e a s  in space, in which -- under the 
given conditions of atmospheric stratification -- vertical shears  
associated with any one pair of inertial oscillations will reach rela- 
tively large values. 
ever two adjacent inertial oscillations a r e  superimposed 180" out of 
phase. During a ser ies  of balloon ascents this ideal ca se  may never 
occur. "Maximum" shears  evaluated from such ser ies ,  therefore, 
may not be quite as large as these possible absolute maxima. 

It is 

In a given period of time the phase relationship 

Their absolute maximum should be attained when- 

If, on a large number of ser ia l  ascent sets,  one follows individual 
perturbations m d  notes their vett ical  wavelengths (12) and maximum 
amplitudes (AVmax), one obtains a statistical measure of the maxi- 
mum 'shears. This was done with the nineteen sets  of ser ia l  ascents 
f rom California. There were 132 well developed oscillations incor - 
porated into the statistical analysis. 

Figure 10 shows plots of Xz versus AVmax for high (maximum 
wind speed in the je t  cone > 35 m/s)  and low wind speed cases.  
be seen that the scatter of points is small and that the data for the two 
cases  tend to diverge when the vertical wavelength gets above 2 .  0 km. 
As the oscillations in  question rarely attain such large vertical wave- 
lengths, it w a s  decided to recombine all of the data into one nomograph 
(Fig .  11). 

It can 

Here the axes a r e  labeled in t e rms  of speed change and depth 
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af the changerlayers rather than amplitudes and vertical wavelengths. 
The straight lines labeled 1, 2, and 3, respectively, depict mean of all 
the data points, the 97. 5 per cent probability (i. e. 97. 5 per cent 
probability that future shears  will fall to the left of this line), and the 
limiting shears by Richardson's Criterion assuming Ri = 1 ,  

and T = -73°C. i3T - = o  
i3Z 

The lines labeled 1 apd 2 in  F ig .  11 were derived from the frequency 
distribution of maximum shears  shown in Fig. 12, where the solid 
curve shows the fitted normal distribution, the dotted lines highlight 
the mean and the 97.5 per cent probability shears,  and the dashed 
curve indicate limiting shears by Richardson's Criterion (assuming 
Ri = 1 at cri t ical)  for the indicated temperature lapse rates. 

Figures 11 and 12 show that, from the data analyzed, the maxi- 
mum vertical shears  for any distinct layer practically never exceed 
18 mps/krn (0.018 sec-l). This limit, o r  any other particular value 
as shown on the figures, can be used in a simple forecast scheme for 
maximum shears: 

Several hours previous to launch time an FPS-16 wind profile 
is obtained. 

The depth of the shearing layers  of each oscillation a r e  
me  as ur ed. 

A synthetic wind speed profile i s  constructed using the above 
depths and the shear limit of, say 0.018 sec-l. 
thetic profile may be assumed valid for as long as the thermal 
structure of the atmosphere (and consequently the depth of the 
shearing layers)  remain the same. F rom the present data 
this seems to be the case for at least  from 6-10 hours if no 
major changes in the upper flow pattern occur. 

This syn- 

The synthetic profile is now compared with the originally 
measured one. If there is little difference beween the two, 
it may be concluded that the oscillations were close to theii 
maximum amplitude and, i f  anything, might be expected to 
decrease. If, on the other hand, the two profiles looked 
appreciably different, intensification of the existing individual 
shears  might be expected. 
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Whenever observed shears fall close to, o r  beyond, the line 
labeled 3 (limiting shears  by Richardson's Criterion), turbulence 
should be expected in this layer and, a s  a consequence, the perturba- 
tion should break down. 
Fig. 11 actually characterize perturbations which were observed to 
undergo considerable splitting in the xzourse of time, similar to the 
one shown in Fig. 2 (Section II). It may be assumed that perturba- 
tions rendering data points far to the right of the mean line, and 
consequently near the line for Ri = 1, might break down, unless the 
local stability is much stronger than indicated by an isothermal lapse 
rate. 

The points beyond or close to this line in 

In this discussion, Ri = 1 has been used as a convenient reference 

In practice the thickness of this layer will be limited on the 
without mention of the thickness of the layer in which Ri should be 
computed. 
low end by the resolution of the temperature and wind data and on the 
high end by the depth of the shearing layers  and/or inversion layers. 
For  the present, a minimum layer depth of 100 meters  appears most 
reasonabler 

So far, only wind speed fluctuations have been considered, be- 
cause they will yield a true perturbation component whenever maximum 
shears  a r e  produced by out-of-phase superposition of the quasi-inertial 
oscillations. 
a more complex problem. 
perturbation vectors rather than in degrees of backing or veering of 
wind with height. 
in wind direction over a layer of certain depth would produce quite 
different vector shears,  thus different responses of the space vehicle 
when associated with 10 or  with 30 m / s  of total flow (i. e. ,  V + V*), 
thus the shape of the geostrophic basic wind profile, as well as of the 
superimposed speed perturbations, will have to be considered wh'en 
evaluating the possible effects of wind direction fluctuations on a 
vertically rising vehicle. 

Fluctuations of wind direction in vertical profile preserf  
They should be evaluated in te rms  of 

The reason for this can easily be seen: a 10" change 

- 

From Fig. 1 one may see that also wind direction perturbations 
show a marked tendency for persistence, thus one may eventually be 
able to forecast them. In view of the complex nature of their effect, 
however, no such attempts have been made yet. 
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SECTION IX. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

Critical evaluation of the FPS-16 wind data made available s o  
far suggests that the atmosphere f rom 11-20 krn has a very layered 
meso$tructure. The layers appear to be quite thin, stable, and 
have a large horizontal dimension. The data a r e  quite consistent 
with the simple physical picture which says that, at altitudes where 
the air is generally stable (say 10-7Okm), momentum exchange by 
turbulence is minimized and s o  thin horizontal layers will q o v e  
horizontally relative to each other. Inertial oscillations about the 
geostrophic wind in each layer a r e  very persistent and so, no matter 
what their cause, will tend to have random phases at any one time. 
Vertical  shears of the order of several  m / s  per 100 m can be devel- 
oped in this way; significantly greater shears  would be expected to 
break down due to turbuletwe because of Richardson's Criterion. 

At the present our knowledge of the behavior of inertial, o r  
quasi-inertial, oscillations in an Eulerian coordinate system, their 
horizontal extent, their rate of propagation and their changes in time 
and space, is very limited. Yet, the implications of the observed 
mesostructure a r e  such that they warrant exhaustive study& Not only 
may the observed details in wind profiles adversely affect vertically 
rising launch vehicles, but the combination of excessive shears  with 
small values of thermal stability may produce localized regions of 
turbulent flow, producing the hazard of c lear-air  turbulence for hori- 
zontally flying sub- or superpbnic aircraft. In this report  only a 
simple forecast scheme for  predicting maximum shears  is given. 
The persistence of phenomena at these altitudes, and the lack of local 
terrain and heat sources which complicate low level meteorology, 
suggest that eventually improved data acquisition and improved under- 
standing wil l  permit a high accuracy in forecasting. 

Future research should be designed to explore the physical 
nature of the observed mesostructural  details in the wind field. This 
can be done only if atmospheric parameters other than wind are  in- 
cluded in the study to the same degree of detail as presently offered 
by FPS-16 soundings. Temperature and pressure - -  a combination of 
which yields potential temperature - -  appear to be the most  important 
of these parameters, and turbulence would also prove to be a valuable 
measurement. The generally dry  environment of the stratosphere, in 
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which most of the observed wind fluctuations occur, would allow the 
assumption that potential temperatures a r e  conserved by air parcels 
over an appreciable period of time. Thus, wind fluctuations could be 
mapped accurately not only with respect to height, but with respect to 
a "physical" surface of constant potential temperature (constant 
entropy), along which the perturbations would actually travel. 
added capabilities of analysis would greatly enhance our means of 
estimating the persistence, the predictability, and the general physi- 
ca l  nature of the atmospheric mesostructure. 

Such 

An effort should be made to extend the present studies f rom 
their single-station confinement to an a rea  coverage. 
would be to employ, in addition to the FPS-16 ascent se r ies ,  constant- 
level balloons drifting a t  various altitudes, possibly in the vicinity of 
observed wind speed maxima and minima. 
of establishing and maintaining exact altitudes or constant entropy 
surfaces for the balloons should be recognized. 
hundred meters  could mask the desired data because of the strong 
vertical variations of speed. 
measurements of winds and temperatures by aircraft ,  conducted 
simultaneously with FPS-16 soundings. This would enable us to 
study the advective properties of mesostructural  phenomena, at leas t  
within selected layers. 
f rom the radar  tracking of balloons, suggests that wind speed anom- 
alies extend over large distances measured along the upper current. 
Analyses of Project  Je t  Stream Data  (Reiter, 1962) indicate that the 
dimensions of such details may be much shorter when measured 
across  the direction of flow. These aircraf t  data have mainly been 
collected along horizontal flight legs. If measurements were made 
along isentropic surfaces, which a r e  sloping in space where the basic 
current  shows vertical shears ,  the mesostructure may present a dif- 
ferent picture altogether. 
fluctuations observed in FPS-16 soundings, a s  well a s  in Project  J e t  
Stream Flights, align themselves in wide and long, but shallow, 
"sheets" parallel to isentropic surfaces. 

One approach 

However, the difficulty 

E r r o r s  of a few 

Another approach is to make detailed 

The persistence of structural  details, evident 

It might v e r y  well be possible that wind 

None of these speculations, or the ones presented earlier in 
this report, can be substantiated without additional measurement data. 
The design of the experiment should be changed, however, to incor- 
porate other basic atmospheric parameters to the same degree of 
resolution a s  the vertical wind profiles discussed here. 
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JOINT EMPIRICAL PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION O F  WIND SPEED CHANGE (AV) 

Probability in per cent of the total observations (2088 in California - Gothic 
numerals;  206 in Florida - Italic numerals). 
ical  probability on a given day by multiplying by 190 (California) or 200  (Florida). 
Empirical  probability on a n  individual sounding is derived by multiplying by 2 0  
(California) or 8 (Florida). Probabilities greater than 100 per  cent indicate more  
than one occurrence. 

AND DEPTH O F  THE CHANGE LAYER (AZ) 

Statistics can be converted to empir-  
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